## Section 10

### HDMI CONVERTERS / X-RAY REMOTE

#### VGA to HDMI Up Scaler

**MODEL CODE**

HDMISB06

VGA to HDMI 1080p up scaler

**FEATURES**

- Up-scales VGA to HDMI 720p or 1080p;
- Supports VGA Input: 640x480@60/75Hz, 800x600@60/75Hz, 1024x768@60Hz, 1280x720@60Hz, 1280x800@60Hz, 1280x960@60Hz, 1360x768@60Hz, 1440x900@60Hz, 1400x1050@60Hz, 1680x1050@60Hz, 1920x1080@60Hz. (Recommended input resolution: 1024x768@60Hz)
- Supports HDMI Output: 720P/60Hz, 1080P/60Hz;
- Auto-store setting of output resolution

#### DVI / VGA Converters

**MODEL CODE**

VC-DVID-VGA
VC-VGA-DVID

**TYPE**

DVI-D to VGA Active Converter
VGA to DVI-D Active Converter

**FEATURES**

- Select input between analog RGB and YPbPr manually.
- Select output between Bypass or digital RGB manually.
- Supports up to 1600x1200@60Hz for PC input and 1920x1080@60Hz for HD input.
- Built-in EDID

#### SDI to HDMI HD Converter / Scaler

**MODEL CODE**

HDMISDI

Convert SDI or HD-SDI to HDMI

**FEATURES**

- Auto detect resolution of HD-SDI, SD-SDI and 3G-SDI
- Full HDMI supported with embedded audio
- Synchronized output audio video and audio
- SD-SDI signal max. distance 460m
- HD-SDI signal max. distance 230m
- Plug and play

#### X-Ray Remote

**MODEL CODE**

REM-XRAY
REM-XRAYTX

**TYPE**

Digital RF Remote Receiver
X-ray Remote Infrared Transmitter

The X-Ray Remote transmitter is installed in place of one of the AA or AAA batteries in your remote control

**FEATURES**

- Control your IR components from up to 30M away
- No direct line-of-sight necessary
- Works with most AA and AAA remote controls
- Receiver has built-in charger and comes with (2) 2/3 AAA specially-sized rechargeable batteries
- Adds RF to your existing remote by simply installing the transmitter
- Single-eye emitter included